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The data and information that informs and supports
our opinions, estimates, surveys, forecasts,
projections, conclusion, judgments, assumptions and
recommendations contained in this report (Report
Content) are predominantly generated over long
periods, and is reflective of the circumstances
applying in the past. Significant economic, health
and other local and world events can, however, take
a period of time for the market to absorb and to be
reflected in such data and information. In many
instances a change in market thinking and actual
market conditions as at the date of this report may
not be reflected in the data and information used to
support the Report Content.
The recent international outbreak of the Novel
Coronavirus (COIVID-19), which the World Health
Organisation declared a global health emergency in
January 2020 and pandemic on 11 March 2020, is
causing a material impact on the Australian and
world economies and increased uncertainty in both
local and global market conditions.

The Report Content and the data and information
that informs and supports it is current as at the date
of this report and (unless otherwise specifically
stated in the Report) necessarily assumes that, as at
the date of this report, the COVID-19 Outbreak has
not materially impacted the Australian economy, the
asset(s) and any associated business operations to
which the report relates and the Report Content.
However, it is not possible to ascertain with certainty
at this time how the market and the Australian
economy more broadly will respond to this
unprecedented event. It is possible that the market
conditions applying to the asset(s) and any
associated business operations to which the report
relates and the business sector to which they belong
could be (or has been) materially impacted by the
COVID-19 Outbreak within a short space of time and
that it will have a lasting impact. Clearly, the COVID19 Outbreak is an important risk factor you must
carefully consider when relying on the report and the
Report Content.

The effects (both directly and indirectly) of the
COVID-19 Outbreak on the Australian real estate
market and business operations is currently
unknown and it is difficult to predict the quantum of
the impact it will have more broadly on the Australian
economy and how long that impact will last. As at
March 2020, the COVID-19 Outbreak is materially
impacting global travel, trade and near-term
economic growth expectations. Some business
sectors, such as the retail, hotel and tourism sectors,
are already reporting material impacts on trading
performance now and potentially into the future. For
example, Shopping Centre operators are reporting
material reductions in foot traffic numbers,
particularly in centres that ordinarily experience a
high proportion of international visitors.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, Urbis (its
officers, employees and agents) expressly disclaim
all liability and responsibility, whether direct or
indirect, to any person (including the Instructing
Party) in respect of any loss suffered or incurred as a
result of the COVID-19 Outbreak materially
impacting the Report Content, but only to the extent
that such impact is not reflected in the data and
information used to support the Report Content.

Any Report Content addressing the impact of the
COVID-19 Outbreak on the asset(s) and any
associated business operations to which the report
relates or the Australian economy more broadly is
(unless otherwise specifically stated in the Report)
unsupported by specific and reliable data and
information and must not be relied on.
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This report is dated June 2021 and incorporates information and
events up to that date only and excludes any information arising, or
event occurring, after that date which may affect the validity of Urbis
Pty Ltd’s (Urbis) opinion in this report. Urbis prepared this report on
the instructions, and for the benefit only, of City of Whittlesea
(Instructing Party) for the purpose of a City of Whittlesea Investment
Attraction Plan 2021-26 (Purpose) and not for any other purpose or
use. Urbis expressly disclaims any liability to the Instructing Party who
relies or purports to rely on this report for any purpose other than the
Purpose and to any party other than the Instructing Party who relies or
purports to rely on this report for any purpose whatsoever (including
the Purpose).

Urbis has made all reasonable inquiries that it believes is necessary in
preparing this report, but it cannot be certain that all information
material to the preparation of this report has been provided to it as
there may be information that is not publicly available at the time of its
inquiry.

Urbis staff responsible for this report were:
Director

Mark Dawson

Consultant

Mariko Kimura

In preparing this report, Urbis was required to make judgements which
may be affected by unforeseen future events including wars, civil
unrest, economic disruption, financial market disruption, business
cycles, industrial disputes, labour difficulties, political action and
changes of government or law, the likelihood and effects of which are
not capable of precise assessment.

In preparing this report, Urbis may rely on or refer to documents in a
language other than English which Urbis will procure the translation of
into English. Urbis is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness
of such translations and to the extent that the inaccurate or incomplete
translation of any document results in any statement or opinion made
in this report being inaccurate or incomplete, Urbis expressly disclaims
any liability for that inaccuracy or incompleteness.
This report has been prepared with due care and diligence by Urbis
and the statements and opinions given by Urbis in this report are given
in good faith and in the belief on reasonable grounds that such
statements and opinions are correct and not misleading bearing in
mind the necessary limitations noted in the previous
paragraphs. Further, no responsibility is accepted by Urbis or any of
its officers or employees for any errors, including errors in data which
is either supplied by the Instructing Party, supplied by a third party to
Urbis, or which Urbis is required to estimate, or omissions howsoever
arising in the preparation of this report, provided that this will not
absolve Urbis from liability arising from an opinion expressed
recklessly or in bad faith.

Project code

P0030441

Report number

Final

All surveys, forecasts, projections and recommendations contained in
or made in relation to or associated with this report are made in good
faith and on the basis of information supplied to Urbis at the date of
this report. Achievement of the projections and budgets set out in this
report will depend, among other things, on the actions of others over
which Urbis has no control.

Urbis acknowledges the important contribution
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people make in creating a strong and vibrant
Australian society.
We acknowledge, in each of our offices, the
Traditional Owners on whose land we stand.
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© Urbis Pty Ltd
ABN 50 105 256 228
All Rights Reserved. No material may be reproduced
without prior permission.
You must read the important disclaimer appearing within
the body of this report.
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01 PROJECT
BACKGROUND
This section provides an overview of the City
of Whittlesea Investment Attraction Plan 202126 project, namely:
 Project context and requirements
 Key project outcomes
 Approach to achieving key project
outcomes
 Project timeline

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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PROJECT CONTEXT AND REQUIREMENTS
PROJECT CONTEXT

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

 City of Whittlesea is an up-and-coming
destination offering attractive reasons
for businesses to invest. Home to a
growing population, City of Whittlesea
benefits from proximity to major
transport links, and diverse land uses,
including significant employment areas
and activity centres.

 Faced with these challenges, City of
Whittlesea engaged Urbis to assist with
preparation of City of Whittlesea’s
Investment Attraction Plan 2021-26. The
plan is aimed at growing investment and
employment within the City over the next
five years.
 As part of this engagement, Urbis consulted
with:
- Key external stakeholders including State
Government agencies, relevant industry
bodies and businesses, major
developers and education & training
institutions.
- Internal stakeholders across various
levels and functions at Council
 Urbis also reviewed and considered the
following:
- City of Whittlesea’s strengths and sector
opportunities
- Investors’ needs
- Potential partnerships and engagements
- Impacts of COVID-19
- City of Whittlesea’s role in investment
attraction
 In the rest of this section, we detail this
projects’ outcomes, approach and
timeframe.

 However, in recent years, and even
pre-COVID, while population growth
charged ahead, providing the number
and diversity of jobs to support those
new residents has been challenging.
 Throw into the mix a COVID-induced
economic downturn, and the challenge
for municipalities such as Whittlesea
has been elevated. Competition to
attract investment will only intensify.
 Now more than ever, City of Whittlesea
needs to be able to sell a compelling
proposition: Why Whittlesea?

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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KEY PROJECT
OUTCOMES
The following key project outcomes were identified at inception.

01

02

03

An Investment Attraction Plan that sets out a
practical and achievable blueprint to grow jobs and
investment in the City over the next five years.

The evidence base to validate opportunities,
strengths, and any change/development required
within the city to attract jobs and investment,
including:

Addressing of City of Whittlesea’s key questions
and challenges, particularly:

• Identifying sectors where the City of
Whittlesea would provide a competitive
advantage aligned to market demand;
• Providing direction on how investment
decisions can be influenced to achieve key
outcomes for the municipality;

• How can City of Whittlesea build a
compelling narrative around a Council that
businesses want to partner with, and a
place where businesses want to be?
• Where are key opportunities for City of
Whittlesea to reduce any barriers to
attracting investments?

• Suggesting potential solutions that City of
Whittlesea can deliver to improve
investment attraction

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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APPROACH TO ACHIEVING KEY PROJECT OUTCOMES
 To achieve key project outcomes, Urbis adopted
a rigorous multi-staged approach.

TOUCH
POINTS

PHASES

OUTPUTS

 This multi-staged approach combines:
-

-

Inception
Meeting

Stakeholder consultations with key external
stakeholders relevant to investment attraction
(Stage 2) and
Workshops with Council (Stage 3).

 Such a multi-staged approach was designed to
ensure that City of Whittlesea’s Investment
Attraction Plan 2021-26 is evidence-based and
actionable, acting upon relevant policy directions,
market evidence and holistic feedback from key
external and internal stakeholders.

Stakeholder
Consultation
Agreed
Targets

STAGE 1

1

1

Lit Review/Confirmation of
Council Inward Investment
Objectives

2

Macro-Micro Economic
Assessment Including Key
Drivers, COVID Impact
& Priority Sector Evidence

3

Inward Investment Competitor
Review

4

Stakeholder Identification and
Consultation Guides

5

Stakeholder Consultation

Project plan and
proposed
methodology
Indicative timeframes
of completed stages

DIVERGE

-

A comprehensive literature review of key
relevant policies, coupled with in-depth
macro-microeconomic analysis (Stage 1)

STAGE 2
Review of provided
documentation
Background &
analysis
Consultation &
insights
SWOT

STAGE 3
Draft
Strategy
Review

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

Draft Investment Attraction Plan

7

Council Workshop

Draft plan developed
for comment & Agree
Priority Actions

Final Investment Attraction Plan for
Council to Adopt at June 2021
Meeting of Council

STAGE 4

CONVERGE

Final
Briefing

6
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PROJECT TIMELINE
 The project kicked off in January 2021 with an inception meeting, following which key project outcomes and the approach were agreed upon.
 Subsequently, the project ran from January to June 2021, according to the following stages and timeframes.

STAGE 1
Opportunities
Research (literature
review of relevant
policies, macromicroeconomic
analysis)
January to March,
2021
Key milestone:
Presentation of findings
at Council Briefing on
15th March 2021

Understand the
Policy and
Economic Context
& Identify
Preliminary
Opportunities

STAGE 2
External Stakeholder
Consultations
March to April, 2021
Key milestones:
Presentation of findings
to Council on 14th April
2021 and 26th April
2021

Clarify Context
(including any
issues),
Opportunities
Identified &
Council’s Role

IDENTIFY
OPPORTUNITIES

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

STAGE 3
Develop Draft Investment
Attraction Plan + Council
Workshops

STAGE 4
Finalise Investment
Attraction Plan
May to June, 2021

April to May, 2021

Key milestones: Council
briefing on 21st June 2021

Key milestones: Workshops
with Council on 10th May
2021, 12th May 2021, and
24th May 2021

Develop Council
Draft Investment
Attraction Plan

TARGET
OPPORTUNITIES

Delivery of final report by
Urbis to Council on 23rd
June 2021

Consult with
Council on Draft
Investment
Attraction Plan

Finalise Council
Investment
Attraction Plan

ACT ON
OPPORTUNITIES
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02 POLICY
CONTEXT
This section summarises key policies relevant to City of Whittlesea’s Investment
Attraction Plan, covering:
 Overview of policies reviewed
 Implications of key policies on the Investment Attraction Plan
More detailed analysis of relevant policies can be found in Appendix B.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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OVERVIEW OF POLICIES REVIEWED
 To ensure that the investment attraction plan aligns with current policy directions, relevant endorsed policies were reviewed and considered.
 The following policies were deemed by City of Whittlesea as policies relevant to the investment attraction plan, and were provided to Urbis for review.
 Through a thematic analysis, Urbis identified that these policies broadly point to three key themes, which support a strong local economy:
- Create diversity of jobs
- Rebound from the COVID-19 pandemic
- Enhance economic participation of residents
 In alignment with current policy, the investment attraction plan addresses these themes.
 The rest of this section highlights key policies which guide the investment attraction plan.
 These policies form the investment attraction plan’s policy context by providing strategic direction or identifying potential barriers and enablers to
investment attraction for clarification through stakeholder consultations.

WHITTLESEA 2040: A PLACE FOR ALL
Goal 3: A Strong Local Economy
Increased local employment; education opportunities for all; successful, innovative local businesses

THEME 1

Create diversity of jobs
 Food & Beverage Growth Plan: Melbourne’s North
 North & West Melbourne City Plan Deal 2020-40
 North Link – Unlocking High-Value Jobs in
Melbourne’s North
 North Link – Investment Attraction Strategy
 The Future Workforce – Melbourne’s North
 City of Whittlesea – Economic Development
Strategy
 City of Whittlesea – Thomastown Industrial Area
Plan 2018-38

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

THEME 2

Rebound from the
COVID-19 pandemic

 COVID-19 Impacted Background
Research for Whittlesea 2040
 City of Whittlesea Pandemic Readiness &
Recovery Plan

THEME 3

Enhance economic
participation of residents
 Gender Equity in Employment
 Upcoming/ongoing projects:
- Work locally: enhancing opportunities for
local employment
- Employment feasibility: aimed at helping
young residents access meaningful and
sustainable employment
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IMPLICATIONS OF KEY POLICIES ON INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN
 The investment attraction plan is broadly aligned with relevant endorsed policies:
- The plan addresses key themes that resonate across relevant endorsed policies: create diversity of jobs, rebound from the COVID-19 pandemic, enhance economic
participation of residents.
- The plan is guided by Council’s long-term vision (Whittlesea 2040) and Economic Development Strategy.
- The plan addresses enablers and barriers to investment attraction which were identified in key policies.
 Key policies that form the investment attraction’s policy context and their implications are summarised in the chart and table below. (Details can be found in Appendix B.)
 The next section discusses the investment attraction plan’s macro-microeconomics context to identify sector opportunities that are locally relevant to City of Whittlesea.

KEY POLICIES

THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN

WHITTLESEA 2040

CITY OF WHITTLESEA ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
INVESTMENT ATTRACTION
PLAN 2021-26

North Link –
Unlocking High
Value Jobs in
Melbourne’s
North

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

The Future
Workforce –
Melbourne’s
North

Food & Beverage
Growth Plan:
Melbourne’s
North

Key Policy/
Document

Key Implication for the
Investment Attraction Plan

How it is Addressed by the
Investment Attraction Plan

Whittlesea 2040

Represents Council’s long-term
vision for every aspect of
Council’s work and partnerships

Goals and key directions guide
the investment attraction plan

City of Whittlesea
Economic
Development Strategy

Overarching strategy that directs
Council’s economic development
function and plans

The investment attraction plan
has been developed to support
the Economic Development
Strategy

North Link – Unlocking
High Value Jobs in
Melbourne’s North

Identifies key enablers and
barriers to supply of developable
industrial land in Melbourne’s
North that’s needed to
accommodate new and growing
businesses

The investment attraction plan
addresses the barriers and
enablers e.g. importance of
infrastructure advocacy and
employment precincts

The Future Workforce
– Melbourne’s North

Identifies key enablers and
barriers to a skilled local
workforce that can support new
and growing businesses

The investment attraction plan
addresses the barriers and
enablers e.g. importance of
education institutions as
stakeholders/enablers, the need
to foster stronger connections
between education institutions
and industry

Food & Beverage
Growth Plan:
Melbourne’s North

Recognises City of Whittlesea’s
strengths in the F&B sector

The investment attraction plan
addresses the barriers and
enablers e.g. helping
businesses foster networks,
recognising the F&B sector as a
priority sector

Identifies key enablers and
barriers to investment attraction in
F&B sector

Goal 3 Strong Local Economy is
investment attraction plan’s key
driving force
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03 SECTOR
OPPORTUNITIES
This section features relevant highlights from
Urbis’ analysis of Whittlesea’s macromicroeconomics context, aimed at identifying
local sector opportunities. Highlights of the
analysis include:
 Overview of macro-microeconomics
analysis
 National economic outlook
 City of Whittlesea’s economic outlook &
drivers
 City of Whittlesea’s strengths
 City of Whittlesea’s sector opportunities
(and their alignment with state priority
sectors)
 City of Whittlesea’s growth opportunities
 Implications of macro-microeconomics
context on Investment Attraction Plan

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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OVERVIEW OF MACRO-MICROECONOMICS ANALYSIS

 The purpose of this macro-microeconomics analysis is to complement
earlier policy review with market-based evidence, and identify growth and
sector opportunities.

National Economic Outlook

 These opportunities and any barriers to realising them, are clarified with
key external and internal stakeholders in subsequent stages.
 The investment attraction plan considers stakeholder feedback in
targeting and acting on these opportunities.
 Urbis’ macro-microeconomics analysis covers:
- The macroeconomic outlook for Australia and City of Whittlesea (with
COVID-19 impacts) and
- More locally, City of Whittlesea’s strengths, sector opportunities and
opportunities for growth
- Alignment of sector opportunities with state priority sectors
- Implications of the macro-microeconomics context on the investment
attraction plan
 This section is therefore structured as indicated in the adjacent chart.

City of Whittlesea’s
Economic Outlook & Drivers

City of Whittlesea’s
Sector Strengths
City of Whittlesea’s
Sector Opportunities (and how they
align with state priority sectors)
City of Whittlesea’s
Opportunities for Growth
Implications of Macromicroeconomics Context on
Investment Attraction Plan

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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NATIONAL ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
 Urbis’ analysis of the national economic outlook indicates that now is an opportune time for City of Whittlesea to attract investments and emerge from the pandemic in a
stronger position.
 As Australia’s GDP rebounds to pre-pandemic levels in 2021, opportunistic investors and businesses will leverage record-low interest rates to expand and position for
increased economic activity. City of Whittlesea can tap into those investors and businesses.
 Australia’s unemployment rate may take a longer while to recover to pre-pandemic levels, which has flow on effects in City of Whittlesea. Attracting investments is critical
to creating jobs and tackling unemployment.
 Whilst Australia’s population growth is forecast to remain lacklustre for the next couple of years, City of Whittlesea can take advantage of population shifts towards outer
suburbs. Solid population growth is attractive to investors and businesses, and a competitive advantage for City of Whittlesea.

Australia Real GDP

Source: Consensus Economics; Urbis ; ABS

Urbis anticipates a return to preCOVID levels by December 2021,
stabilising at around 3% per
annum. Driven by low interest
rates, strong private consumption,
business investment and
increased confidence.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

Australia Unemployment Rate

Australia Population Growth

Source: Consensus Economics; Urbis ; ABS

Urbis anticipates that
unemployment will slowly trend
back to pre-pandemic levels by
late 2024/early 2025.

Urbis anticipates that population
growth will be lacklustre for some
time, achieving pre-pandemic
levels close to 2025. Key factors
are low natural growth and
overseas migration.
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S ECONOMIC OUTLOOK






Strong population growth has been the key driver of employment and economic development in City of Whittlesea.
Australia’s travel restrictions in response to the pandemic, will slow population growth.
However, Urbis anticipates that relative to Greater Melbourne, City of Whittlesea’s will continue to experience strong population growth, in line with other growth areas.
City of Whittlesea is outperforming other growth areas in driving strong employment growth.
Even so, City of Whittlesea’s employment growth has not kept pace with population growth. This highlights the importance of investment attraction to create more jobs for
City of Whittlesea’s fast-growing population.

City of Whittlesea’s Forecast Population Growth (2011-31)

City of Whittlesea’s Employment Growth (2011-20)

Achievement of state government
population growth targets is only
delayed 2-3 years

Growth Area
LGAs Average

Period

City of Whittlesea

2011-19

4.4% p.a

4.5% p.a

2.9% p.a

2020-30

2.6% p.a

2.7% p.a

1.9% p.a

Source: ABS, VIF2019, Victorian State Budget 2020/21; Urbis
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Greater Melbourne

Period

City of
Whittlesea

2011-19

4.0% p.a

City of
Hume

3.1% p.a

City of
Wyndham

2.7% p.a

City of
Casey

2.3% p.a

City of
Cardinia

3.1% p.a.

Source: Economy.id
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S DRIVERS
 City of Whittlesea benefits from a range of political, economic, social and technological drivers, which unlock investment opportunities.
 For City of Whittlesea to capture those opportunities, partnership is key – across key influencers behind the drivers: State and Federal Government, Council, industry
(including growth sector businesses or institutions), and education institutions.
 Recognising their roles in driving investment opportunities, these groups were consulted as part of developing the investment attraction plan.

• Emerging employment
hubs including Beveridge
Intermodal Freight Terminal,
Melbourne Markets
expansion, Thomastown
Industrial Area Plan, Epping
Activity Centre, Future
Lockerbie Activity Centre,
Cooper Street West precinct,
areas

Post COVID-19 economic
recovery. As Australia
rebounds to pre-pandemic
levels in 2021, post COVID19 recovery will drive positive
business sentiments and
structural shifts that City of
Whittlesea needs to align
with for growth opportunities.
This entails supporting
impacted businesses and
workers in their transition
towards new opportunities,
attracting investments and
supporting existing
businesses in their
expansion.
Growth and development
of key economic
institutions including
Northern Hospital Health
Precinct, emerging health
care hubs, new TAFE
facilities to meet changing
needs of workers and
businesses, educational
institutions

Key influencers:
Council, industry,
education institutions

Key influencers:
Council, industry,
education institutions

Surge in localisation and
population shifts towards
outer suburbs driven by
accelerated changes to city
structure and movement
patterns as a result of
COVID-19. This drives
increased demand for
greenfield housing, increased
working from home and
increased demand for
localised facilities and
services.

Continued technological
changes will drive the need
to upgrade key infrastructure
to accommodate work from
home (WFH) and business
demands, acceleration of
technological uptake
particularly around WFH and
Internet of Things (IOT),
transformational impact on
key sectors such as
manufacturing, logistic, retail
and health

Structural changes to
labour force post COVID-19
such as more flexible work
patterns, employment growth
in growth sectors like health
care and construction,
greater demand to upskill
workers to match key growth
sectors, increasing female
participation in workforce
facilitated by Federal
Government budget.

TECHNOLOGICAL

New transport
infrastructure including
Melbourne Metro 2, Outer
Metropolitan Ring/E6,
Beveridge Intermodal Freight
Terminal, potentially high
speed rail to Sydney

ECONOMIC

POLITICAL

State government priority
sectors relevant to City of
Whittlesea including food &
fibre, international education,
medical technologies &
pharmaceuticals, retail,
transport distribution and
logistics and postal

SOCIAL

Key influencers:
Council, industry,
education institutions

Key influencers:
State & Federal
Government

• Major town centre &
activity centre development
(current and proposed):
Mernda, Epping North,
Wollert,
Donnybrook/Woodstock

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S SECTOR STRENGTHS
 City of Whittlesea also offers sector strengths.
 These sector strengths are recognised by
Urbis’ sector evaluation framework (discussed
subsequently) in identifying sectors to target
for the investment attraction plan.
 Sector strength is measured by City of
Whittlesea’s location quotient, which is a ratio
that indicates the concentration of a particular
sector in City of Whittlesea, relative to Victoria.
 When City of Whittlesea’s location quotient for
any given sector is greater than 1 (shaded
darker green in adjacent table), it means that
City of Whittlesea has relative strengths in that
sector, when compared with the rest of
Victoria.
 City of Whittlesea’s sector strengths (indicated
by a location quotient greater than 1) are:
- Retail (Pacific Epping)
- Manufacturing
- Construction
- Wholesale Trade (Melbourne Market)
- Health (Northern Hospital)
- Education (tertiary institutions, technical
colleges)
 In addition, City of Whittlesea outperforms
other growth areas (with a higher location
quotient) in the following sectors:
- Retail
- Manufacturing
- Wholesale Trade
- Health
- Utilities
 City of Whittlesea’s diverse sector strengths
are supported by key employment centres,
each with their own sector strengths (shaded
darker green in adjacent table).

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

Location Quotient for City of Whittlesea, Growth Areas, Employment Precincts
2016-20
City of
Whittlesea

Growth
Areas
Average

Cooper Street
Employment

Epping
Central

RMIT / Uni Hill

Retail

1.51

1.31

1.41

1.72

1.23

1.00

3.07

Manufacturing

1.44

1.12

2.35

0.27

0.74

3.72

0.19

Construction

1.34

1.31

1.48

0.28

0.56

1.80

0.59

Wholesale Trade

1.19

0.97

5.83

0.30

0.49

2.52

0.21

Health

1.18

0.78

0.45

3.23

1.16

0.15

1.07

Education

1.15

1.19

0.15

1.02

2.22

0.09

0.27

Other Services

1.00

1.03

0.67

0.91

0.74

1.58

1.13

Utilities

1.00

0.71

0.52

0.29

0.21

1.91

2.91

Transport &
Warehousing

1.00

1.91

1.33

0.45

2.59

0.96

0.14

Admin & Support

0.85

0.87

0.69

0.73

0.62

0.77

0.37

Accom. & Food

0.78

1.05

0.34

1.25

0.46

0.46

1.40

Arts & Rec.

0.70

0.84

0.66

0.38

0.37

0.23

0.25

Real Estate

0.64

0.89

0.52

0.83

0.65

0.35

0.84

Public Admin &
Safety

0.60

0.87

0.18

0.92

1.04

0.33

3.96

Mining

0.50

0.58

0.41

0.00

0.00

0.91

0.00

Farming

0.48

0.95

2.20

0.00

0.12

1.06

0.18

Professional
Services

0.33

0.38

0.10

0.14

0.73

0.25

0.20

Finance & Insurance

0.31

0.27

0.00

0.30

0.90

0.19

0.51

IT

0.30

0.34

0.08

0.30

0.16

0.27

0.65

Source: Economy.id, ABS

Low

Thomastown
Plenty Valley
Industrial

High
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S SECTOR STRENGTHS (CONT’D)
 These sector strengths are translating into
jobs for City of Whittlesea’s local residents.
As at Census 2016:

City of Whittlesea Employment Containment by Industry, 2016

- Retail sector employs circa. 4,200 local
residents
- Manufacturing sector employs circa. 2,400 local
residents
- Construction sector employs circa. 2,250 local
residents
- Wholesale trade sector employs circa. 700 local
residents
- Healthcare sector employs circa. 3,800 local
residents
- Education sector employs circa. 2,300 local
residents
- Utilities sector employs circa. 200 local residents
 This highlights the importance of building on
Whittlesea’s sector strengths in the investment
attraction plan, ultimately to create jobs for
Whittlesea’s fast-growing resident population.

Source: ABS

City of Whittlesea Employment Containment by Industry vs. Growth Area Average, 2016

 Each sector’s ability to create jobs for local
residents is measured by the containment metric.
This is a ratio that indicates the percentage of
working residents who are employed locally in that
sector. The ability to create jobs for local residents
is considered by Urbis’ sector evaluation
framework (discussed subsequently) in identifying
sectors to target for the investment attraction plan.
 Of particular importance are those largeremploying sectors that demonstrate greater ability
to create jobs for local residents (through a higher
containment percentage than growth area
average), namely: Health, Manufacturing,
Wholesale Trade, and Utilities

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES
 Urbis has identified local sector opportunities (green box) using Urbis’ sector
evaluation framework (in the overleaf) that considers:
- City of Whittlesea’s sector strengths (as measured by a location quotient greater
than 1, relative to Victoria)
- Each sector’s ability to create jobs for local residents (as measured by higher
containment %, relative to Growth Area average)
 Given the investment attraction plan’s 5-year timeframe, coupled with an urgent need
to create jobs for local residents post COVID, Urbis suggests focusing on:
- Whittlesea’s sector strengths and
- Sectors that are on the cusp of becoming Whittlesea’s sector strengths.
 With Whittlesea’s current or prospective strengths in these sectors, it will be relatively
easier for Whittlesea to attract more investments and businesses from those sectors,
ultimately creating jobs for local residents in the short-to- medium term.
 Among these sector opportunities (green box), there are:
- More immediate opportunities for sectors that have a greater ability to create jobs
for local residents (top right quadrant). These sectors can offer quick wins in
delivering jobs to residents.
- Medium-term opportunities for sectors that have a lesser ability to create jobs for
local residents (bottom right quadrant) . Growing these sectors will need to be
complemented with relevant training programs which ensure that local residents
can better match the jobs created. This may warrant a dedicated resident upskilling
project, outside of this investment attraction plan.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
8.0%

Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing

Electricity, Gas, Water
and Waste Services

Health Care and
Social Assistance
Manufacturing

4.0%

Financial and
Insurance…

Arts and Recreation 2.0%
Services

0.20

More Immediate
Sector Opportunities

6.0%

Containment Variation from Growth Areas Average (% pts)

High Location Quotient,
High Containment:
City of Whittlesea’s sector
strengths that also have a
greater ability to create jobs
for local residents

0.40

0.60

0.80

Information Media
and
Telecommunicati…

Professional, Scientific
and Technical Services
Public
Administration
and Safety

0.0%

Rental, Hiring-2.0%
and Real Estate
Services

Wholesale
Trade

1.00

1.20

1.40

Other Services

1.60

Retail Trade

-4.0%
Construction
Administrative and
Support Services

Low Location Quotient, Low
Containment:
Currently, not City of Whittlesea’s
sector strengths, with lesser
ability to create jobs for local
residents

-6.0%
Education and Training
-8.0%

Accommodation
and Food Services -10.0%

Transport, Postal and
Warehousing

1.80

Medium-term Sector
Opportunities

Low Location Quotient, High
Containment:
Currently, not City of Whittlesea’s
sector strengths, but these
sectors have a greater ability to
create jobs for local residents

High Location Quotient,
Low Containment:
City of Whittlesea’s sector
strengths that have a lesser
ability to create jobs for local
residents

Location Quotient (1 = In line with Victorian Average, > 1 = Outperforms Victorian Average)
Source: ABS, Economy.id, Department of Jobs & Small Business, Victorian State Budget 2020/21; Urbis
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ALIGNING CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S SECTOR OPPORTUNITIES WITH STATE PRIORITY SECTORS

 In summary, City of Whittlesea’s sector
opportunities (identified using Urbis’ sector
evaluation framework on previous page) are:
-

Healthcare & Social Assistance

-

Wholesale Trade (including Melbourne Market
– Fresh Food Wholesale Trade)

-

Manufacturing (including Food Manufacturing)

-

Electricity, Gas, Water & Waste Services
(including waste recycling services)

-

Construction

-

Education & Training

-

Transport Postal & Warehousing

-

Retail Trade

 These sector opportunities are aligned with
state priority sectors (listed adjacent), which
are highlighted in blue.
 In addition, City of Whittlesea offers the
following significant opportunities:
-

Epping’s planned health precinct and Food Hub
(around Melbourne Market) have the potential
to significantly facilitate advancement of state
priority sectors – Food & Fibre and Medical
Technologies & Pharmaceuticals

-

City of Whittlesea is also home to waste
recycling businesses which apply digital
technologies in their innovative waste to
resource technologies
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Construction
Technologies

Food & Fibre

Medical
Technologies &
Pharmaceuticals

Retail, Transport
Distribution and
Logistics and Postal

International
Education

Digital
Technologies

Creative Industries

Defence
Technologies

Professional
Services

Space
Technologies

Visitor Economy

Victoria’s Racing
Industry
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CITY OF WHITTLESEA’S OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
In addition to sector opportunities, the investment
attraction plan is also geared towards capturing
more opportunities for growth in City of Whittlesea.
 There are opportunities for City of Whittlesea to:
- Attract more employing businesses to City
of Whittlesea
- Attract more large businesses (employing
more than 200 people) to City of Whittlesea
- Support the growth of existing small and
medium sized businesses in City of
Whittlesea
 These opportunities for growth were identified
by Urbis’ macro-microeconomics analysis
which revealed:
- Hume, Casey and Wyndham are
outperforming Whittlesea in attracting a
greater number of employing businesses
each year.
- Compared with other growth areas, City of
Whittlesea is experiencing the lowest
percentage growth in employing businesses
per annum.
- The vast majority of new businesses
relocating to or setting up in Whittlesea are
small and medium sized businesses (with
less than 200 employees).
- However, in recent years (2016-20),
Whittlesea only attracted one large business
(employing more than 200 employees).
- By contrast, Wyndham, Casey and Hume
attracted a greater number of large
businesses (in the order of 8 to 10 over
2016-2020).
 These trends underscore the importance of this
investment attraction plan to attract more
employing businesses to Whittlesea, including
large businesses, which can generate jobs for
Whittlesea’s local residents.
Prepared for City of Whittlesea

City of Whittlesea vs Other Growth Areas, Net Growth in Employing Businesses, 2016-20

Source: ABS

City of Whittlesea Business Growth by Scale of Business (No. of employees), 2016 - 2020

Source: ABS
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IMPLICATIONS OF MACRO-MICROECONOMICS CONTEXT ON INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN
 In summary, key insights from Urbis’ analysis of Whittlesea’s macro-microeconomics context and their implications on the investment attraction plan are detailed below.

Key macro-microeconomics insights

Implications on investment attraction plan

Australia’s GDP is set to rebound to pre-pandemic levels in 2021, driven by
low interest rates.

Highlights importance of investment attraction plan to attract opportunistic
businesses leveraging low interest rates to expand.

Australia’s unemployment rate and population growth may take a longer
while (likely until 2025) to recover to pre-pandemic levels.

Highlights importance of investment attraction plan to attract businesses and
create jobs for Whittlesea’s fast- growing resident population (relative to
Greater Melbourne and Australia).

Key influencers behind political, social, economic and technological drivers of
Whittlesea’s investment opportunities are State & Federal government,
Council, industry and education institutions.
Sector opportunities lie in Whittlesea’s strength sectors and promising
sectors on the cusp of becoming Whittlesea’s strength sectors. Some have a
greater ability to create jobs for local residents (and are more immediate
opportunities).
These sector opportunities are: Healthcare & Social Assistance,
Manufacturing, Wholesale Trade, Electricity, Gas, Water & Waste Services,
Retail, Construction, Transport Postal & Warehousing, Education & Training,
Other Services.

These groups were consulted as part of developing the investment attraction
plan.
The importance of partnership across these groups is recognised by the
investment attraction plan.

Major businesses and stakeholders in identified opportunity sectors were
consulted as part of developing the investment attraction plan.
Their suggestions and concerns are addressed in the investment attraction
plan.

There are further opportunities for Whittlesea to attract more employing
businesses, particularly large businesses that can generate more jobs.

Large businesses from opportunity sectors were consulted as part of
developing the investment attraction plan. Their suggestions and concerns
are addressed in the investment attraction plan.

Hume, Casey and Wyndham outperform Whittlesea in attracting a greater
number of businesses per year, including large businesses.

Hume, Casey and Wyndham’s investment attraction approach and initiatives
are studied to identify learnings for Whittlesea.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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04 PEER
REVIEW
This section provides an overview of key
learnings from investment attraction initiatives
by City of Hume, Casey and Wyndham.
Earlier macro-microeconomics analysis
identified that these Councils are leading
growth areas in the number and scale of
businesses they are attracting.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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OVERVIEW OF PEER REVIEW
 The purpose of this peer review is to identify relevant learnings on
investment attraction from City of Casey, Wyndham and Hume.
 As analysed earlier, in recent years, these Councils have been leading
growth areas in the number and scale of businesses they are attracting.
 This is a clear indicator that their investment attraction initiatives are
driving results.
 Reviewing their initiatives offers insights into investment attraction actions
that are effective in getting businesses onboard.
 Understanding Whittlesea’s competitive landscape is also critical to
ensuring that Whittlesea is well-positioned.
 The investment attraction plan draws on these learnings with the aim of
attracting more businesses (including large businesses) to Whittlesea.
 Ultimately, attracting more businesses to Whittlesea creates more jobs for
local residents.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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KEY LEARNINGS FOR CITY OF WHITTLESEA
 In summary, key learnings relevant to Whittlesea are featured below.
 The investment attraction plan draws on these learnings, as well as feedback
from key internal and external stakeholders.
 As leading growth areas in the number and scale of businesses they have been
attracting, Hume, Casey and Wyndham offer learnings on investment attraction
actions that are driving results.

 However, these learnings need to be considered within the context of
Whittlesea’s internal and external stakeholders.
 To this end, Urbis conducted consultations with Whittlesea’s key stakeholders.
Their feedback and insights are detailed in the next section.

MARKETING &
COMMUNICATIONS:
Communicate Whittlesea’s
strengths as a Council and as a
place for business & investments

RESOURCING:
Deliver an enabling
organisational structure that is
poised for growth

INVESTMENT ATTRACTION:
Proactively attract investment
interest and follow through on
opportunities

BUSINESS SUPPORT &
GROWTH:
Facilitate growth of local
businesses and priority sectors

 Develop clear and consistent
messaging on Whittlesea’s
strengths as a Council and as a
place for business and investments
 Messaging can comprise a clear
action-oriented theme (e.g.
“Backing Business in Casey”)
supported by key messages.
 Deliver the message compellingly
through tailored website content for
investors, visual collaterals (such
as an investment attraction
prospectus) and videos
 Convey business confidence and
opportunity at Whittlesea by
featuring successful local
businesses, major incoming
businesses, upcoming major
developments and developmentready land.

 Integrate interdependent functions
(such as investment attraction,
infrastructure and planning) to
facilitate stronger collaboration
between these functions.
 Enhance resourcing for economic
development to drive greater scale
of impact.
 Ensure relevant and sufficient
resourcing in planning to enhance
service levels for planning,
engineering and landscaping
assessments, and to facilitate preplanning support for incoming
businesses.

 Assign or establish a dedicated
team to proactively attract
investment interest, led by a wellconnected senior personnel who
can drive opportunities for
Whittlesea with industry, various
levels of government and
educational institutions.
 Assign investment facilitation case
managers to enquiring businesses,
working closely with them
throughout their expansion and/or
relocation.
 Alternatively, assign a dedicated
planner to strategically facilitate
investment attraction and business
through the planning process from
pre-application through to post
permit.

 Facilitate growth of priority sectors
through business grant programs
for eligible businesses in priority
sectors.
 Facilitate growth of local
businesses through business
support and engagement with
Economic Development team,
partnerships with business advisory
institutions (such as Kangan
Institute, Melbourne Innovation
Centre) and small business grants
programs.
 Foster a local business community
(which local businesses can tap
into for enabling connections and
support) through networking events
(such as annual awards, training &
networking events).

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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05
STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATIONS
This section features feedback from
Whittlesea’s key external and internal
stakeholders whom Urbis consulted as part of
developing the investment attraction plan.
 Key external stakeholders consulted
comprise major businesses and institutions
in Whittlesea’s opportunity sectors
(identified through the macromicroeconomics analysis), state
government agencies, and educational
institutions
 Key internal stakeholders consulted span
across various levels and functions in
Council who will work together to drive and
implement the investment attraction plan
 In addition to Urbis’ consultations, the
Council team provided Whittlesea’s
representing MPs with an update on the
investment attraction plan. Feedback from
the MPs was incorporated into the final
investment attraction plan.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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OVERVIEW OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS
 When developing the investment attraction plan, Urbis consulted Whittlesea’s key external and internal stakeholder groups (summarised in chart below).
 Urbis and Whittlesea recognise that a range of external stakeholders play important roles in driving or influencing growth and investment opportunities for Whittlesea.
These key external stakeholders comprise state government agencies, major businesses and institutions in opportunity sectors (identified through earlier macromicroeconomics analysis) and educational institutions - Urbis consulted all of these stakeholder groups. In addition, the Council team updated Whittlesea’s
representing Federal government MPs whose feedback were incorporated into the final investment attraction plan.
 Equally important is considering the perspectives and priorities of Whittlesea’s internal stakeholders who are key to driving and implementing the investment attraction
plan. They were also consulted by Urbis, and their views on proposed actions and their relative prioritisation were incorporated into the investment attraction plan.
 Feedback from relevant external and internal stakeholders was a critical component in developing the investment attraction plan. The result is an investment attraction
plan that addresses the concerns and needs of Whittlesea’s key stakeholders, and is therefore effective and actionable.

STAKEHOLDER GROUPS CONSULTED BY URBIS

KEY EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
IN INVESTMENT ATTRACTION
• State government agencies
• Major businesses & institutions
from opportunity sectors
• Education & training institutions

IMPLEMENTERS OF
INVESTMENT ATTRACTION
PLAN
• Various functions across City of
Whittlesea

DRIVERS OF INVESTMENT
ATTRACTION PLAN

Investment
attraction plan
that is effective
and actionable

• Leadership of City of Whittlesea

Feedback from
MPs provided
by City of
Whittlesea

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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5.1
KEY EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDERS
This section features:
 Key external stakeholders who were
consulted by Urbis
 Their feedback on what they need to
realise investment and growth opportunities
for Whittlesea
 Their suggestions on Council actions that
can facilitate investment attraction and
address any barriers

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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KEY EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS CONSULTED
 Key external stakeholders consulted by Urbis are indicated
adjacent. They were identified jointly by City of Whittlesea
and Urbis. They have also been invited to a Councilorganised post-engagement economic forum (roundtable) to
continue to strengthen relationships.
 Broadly, these stakeholders are major players in Whittlesea
from each of the following stakeholder groups:
- State government agencies: Referral agencies who can
connect Whittlesea with investors and expanding
businesses
- Industry & advocacy groups: Peak bodies that shape
strategic directions for growth across government,
industry and educational institutions
- Major businesses and institutions in opportunity sectors
which were identified in earlier macro-microeconomics
analysis (Pg 24):
• Healthcare & Social Assistance
• Manufacturing
• Wholesale Trade
• Electricity, Gas, Water & Waste Services
• Retail
• Construction
• Transport Postal & Warehousing (including Logistics &
Freight)
• Education & Training
 Among identified landowners & developers, QIC was able to
represent construction and retail sectors, as a major
institutional owner and developer of shopping centres
across the country (including Pacific Epping). MAB and
Frasers Property are major industrial and mixed use
property developers who offered insights into how
Whittlesea can well-position for manufacturing and logistic &
freight sectors.
 Education stakeholders provided their perspectives as major
players in an opportunity sector, as well as key economic
institutions that drive training and upskilling of residents to
match local jobs.
Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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KEY EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS: WHAT THEY NEED
During stakeholder consultations, Whittlesea’s key external stakeholders expressed that they needed the following to grow and expand in Whittlesea.

A CLEAR VISION FOR THE FUTURE:

RESOURCING SUPPORT FROM COUNCIL:

 Clearly articulated growth strategy by Council

 Council’s active support for local resident
training and capacity building

 Communication from Council on future
supply of developable industrial land (how
much and where)
 Published infrastructure plans featuring
upcoming infrastructure

 Assistance in elevating the profile of key
industry sectors which are not highly
appealing to young people

ADVOCACY FOR MAJOR PROJECTS
AND INFRASTRUCTURE:

•

•

Advocating by Council of key initiatives,
proposals, businesses within the
municipality to State and other Government
agencies
Advocacy by Council for major infrastructure
that is needed to keep abreast with
population growth and to enhance ease of
access and movement
Addressing potential for power supply to
become a key concern/barrier
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Proactive stakeholder
engagement which
facilitates communication at
the right levels (for
instance, quarterly briefings
between CEOs and
directors, regular contact
between officers and
working level staff)



A partnership approach to
stakeholder engagement



Better appreciation of
industry needs and plans,
particularly among larger
players



More communication about
Council’s activities,
strengths of Whittlesea, and
local businesses



Facilitation of connections
between like-minded
businesses and
organisations

• Enhancing Whittlesea’s attractiveness to
talents by ensuring diversity of housing
types, range of quality amenity and
employment opportunities
• Rate relief and business incentives that are
comparable to other growth areas
(particularly Hume)

•

MORE ENGAGEMENT &
COMMUNICATION WITH
COUNCIL :

ENHANCED PLANNING ASSESSMENT &
APPROVAL SERVICE LEVELS:
 Faster turnaround of planning approvals
 More certainty around planning timelines
 Pre-application support and engagement
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KEY EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS: SUGGESTED ACTIONS FOR COUNCIL
 In addition to expressing their
needs in order to expand and
grow in Whittlesea, key
stakeholders consulted suggested
actions listed adjacent around
communication and proactive
engagement (including
advocacy).
 Urbis has categorised these
suggested actions according to
the stakeholder needs that they
address, namely:
- More stakeholder engagement &
communication
- A clear vision for the future
- Advocacy for major projects and
infrastructure

MORE STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT &
COMMUNICATION:
Proactively engage with key stakeholders
 Organise more strategic discussions between
senior personnel: Quarterly briefings between
CEOs, Directors
 Ensure regular meetings between Council
Officers and working level staff among key
stakeholders
 Council and key stakeholders need to be
aligned and informed about each others’ plans
 Involve/invite stakeholders to participate in
Council structure plan process
 Facilitate appropriate connections and linkages
between business, institutions, government,
agencies. If a meeting has an Executive
attending, then Council needs to have senior
representation
 Celebrate wins more often (email
communication) and increase marketing efforts
(for instance around the food cluster and the
recycling precinct). This information helps to
fuel the next wave of investors and promotes a
sense of community among local businesses
and key stakeholders.
 Communicate relevant initiatives and activities
of other agencies and Government
departments (for instance, soon-to-be-launched
Manufacturing Industry Development Fund,
Real Industry interview event)
 Organise a series of business forums with
quality speakers and attendees. Invite key
stakeholders to present their plans.
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A CLEAR VISION FOR THE FUTURE:
Communicate Whittlesea’s growth plans

 Communicate and map out the short-, medium- and long-term
plans for Whittlesea employment land and infrastructure.
 Share more information about Council’s activities, priorities and
intentions.
 Promote local community benefits of upcoming major
developments and proposals.

ADVOCACY FOR MAJOR PROJECTS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE:
Advocate to State and other government agencies, update
stakeholders on progress
 Give industrial land equal importance to residential growth,
identify more industrial land that’s appropriately zoned and
supported by services, infrastructure
 Finalise Epping’s Structure plan which should be underpinned
by an appropriately costed infrastructure plan
 Be more proactive in advocacy to State Government for
projects such as the Food Hub, renewable energy plan at the
Markets
 Upgrade road infrastructure/alleviate congestion, escalate
public transport plan
 Get involved with securing reliable power supply throughout the
municipality
 Advocate for renewable energy
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KEY EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS: SUGGESTED ACTIONS (CONT’D)
 Key stakeholders consulted also suggested
actions listed adjacent around support from
Council to facilitate their business
operations and plans.
 Urbis has categorised these suggested
actions according to the stakeholder needs
that they address, namely:
- Enhanced planning service levels
- Resource support from Council (such as
skills, grants and business incentives)

ENHANCED PLANNING SERVICE LEVELS:
Provide businesses with more certainty and
support

RESOURCE SUPPORT:
Connect businesses with skills & grants,
competitive business incentives

 Introduce Planning Concierge or Case Managers
for significant business proposals

 Provide support to companies applying for State or
Federal government grants

 Use facilitated planning controls that don’t require
public notice in certain areas like activity centres
and industrial areas. Limiting permit triggers is a
good selling point.

 Engage in Structured Workplace Learning programs
and internships

 Council to review objections to identify those of
substance that the applicant needs to respond to.
 Support the activity centre hierarchy
 Give confidence to investors that if an adequate
planning application is submitted, then Council can
commit to a given timeline (a six-week process for
instance)
 Provide more certainty that developers and
institutions can implement their proposals in a
timely and cost effective manner
 Council decision makers and influencers to meet
with proponents to understand and identify potential
issues, pre-application
 Identify/introduce key community interest groups
which the stakeholder should engage with, preapplication

 Showcase the different occupations and roles to
school students for instance promoting the
technology side of waste management and
advanced manufacturing
 Offer incentives to attract skills to the municipality
for instance rate discounts to new residents who
work in the municipality
 Early placement of services in growth areas –
childcare, medical, GP, core public and primary
health, to enhance attractiveness of municipality to
skilled workforce
 Highlight Whittlesea’s level of amenity and ease of
access (i.e., re-position as being in Melbourne’s
middle ring with good radial access rather than a
growth area) to attract skilled workforce
 Consider reintroducing Rate Holidays (Melbourne
Market tenants)
 Consider business incentive schemes or grants that
are competitive – comparable with other growth
areas (particularly Hume)
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5.2
KEY INTERNAL
STAKEHOLDERS
This section features:
 Key internal stakeholders’ suggestions on
the vision and priority actions that form the
investment attraction plan

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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KEY INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS: FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
Through a series of workshops, Urbis consulted Whittlesea’s key internal stakeholders. Summarised below are their
suggestions and feedback on future opportunities for improvement, that can better position Whittlesea in
facilitating investments and business growth.

Key Future Opportunities for
Improvement
City of Whittlesea’s efforts to-date around
business support have been OK; however,
there is opportunity for improvement

Assessments by Whittlesea’s Key Internal Stakeholders
 Council rated City of Whittlesea 3.6/5.0 (72%) for partnering with businesses, 3.7/5.0 (74%) for support network
and services provided to businesses.
 However, Council would like to see:
-

+7%pts in supporting businesses

-

+5%pts in partnering with businesses and their success

Some variation of views within Council, with some seeing greater opportunity for improvement in business support.
Regardless, Council was aligned in wanting to see improved business support and partnerships with businesses;
suggested that there is an opportunity for a business support desk by expanding current business concierge
City of Whittlesea has gains to make in
proactiveness to make things happen for
businesses

 Council rated City of Whittlesea 3.3/5.0 (66%) for being proactive and making things happen (for businesses),
which is relatively low compared with their ratings on partnership with businesses (72%) and business support
(74%)
Council was aligned in recognising that this is a key area of improvement; suggestions that there is a need to
encourage more awareness and training around customer service and the role that everyone plays along the
investment journey

Strong desire to see City of Whittlesea as a
forward-thinking Council that creates jobs
now and for the future
This presents an opportunity to drive sense
of purpose across the organisation

 Council gave the lowest rating for City of Whittlesea being forward-thinking, creating jobs now and for the future;
rating in this area was 2.8/5.0 (56%)
 Strong desire to see City of Whittlesea progressing as a forward-thinking Council that creates jobs now and for
the future; would like to see +11%pts in rating
 This shared desire presents the opportunity to drive a unified sense of purpose across the organisation
Council was aligned in recognising that this is a key area of improvement.
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KEY INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS: IMPORTANCE OF PARTNERSHIP
Whittlesea’s key internal stakeholders unanimously agreed on the importance of
partnerships (internal and external) in driving investment and growth opportunities
for Whittlesea.
Key Future Opportunities for
Improvement
Importance of partnerships (external and
internal)

Assessments by Whittlesea’s Key Internal Stakeholders
Aligned understanding across Council on the following:
 Recognition that “we can’t do this alone”, hence the importance of partnerships externally and internally in
attracting investments and ultimately, driving jobs growth
 External partnerships with businesses, education & training institutions, and state government agencies
(particularly DJPR) are important
 Internal partnership across Council is also important, recognising the need to:
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-

Foster external relationships at the executive level

-

Drive organisation-wide awareness of investment attraction as a priority

-

Support human resource needs for investment attraction

-

Establish clear directions and frameworks around: stakeholder engagement (who and which level in City of
Whittlesea to engage with which stakeholders) and prioritisation criteria for budget allocation and planning
permits
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KEY INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS: SUGGESTED PRIORITY ACTIONS
Their suggested priority actions for the investment attraction plan are summarised below.
Key Themes
Promoting City of Whittlesea

Suggested Priority Actions
 Consistent messaging on the strengths of Whittlesea as a location and as a Council across communication
channels
 Digital content tailored to businesses and investors
 Hosting and attending industry events

Engaging with businesses

 Dedicated “Senior Investment Advisor” and economic development officers to provide larger businesses with
advice and strengthen relationships with industry, commercial agents and referring state government agencies
 Quarterly Business & Economic forums (or roundtables) to facilitate regular, two-way communication between
Council and businesses
 Business awards to celebrate achievements of local businesses and foster a sense of pride from being part of
the local business community
 Advisory panel comprising senior business leaders to provide feedback and suggestions for growth plans and
structure plans

Enhancing competitiveness of City of Whittlesea
in attracting prospective businesses (i.e. getting
them over the line)

 Current efforts have been more weighted towards information provision and supporting existing businesses;
however, there could be a gap in efforts and support to “close the deal” and get prospective businesses over the
line (i.e. deciding to relocate to City of Whittlesea)
 Review/revise grants and planning processes and communicate these processes effectively.
 Streamlined planning approval process for eligible incoming businesses – clear and transparent criteria, a
triaging panel that meets regularly to determine priority planning applications for fast-tracked approval
 Planning concierge to manage planning related matters for incoming businesses
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06
ANALYSIS
& REVIEW
OF DRAFT
INVESTMENT
ATTRACTION PLAN
This section describes the approach to:
 Analysing and reviewing the draft investment
attraction plan, in consultation with Whittlesea’s
key internal stakeholders
 Prioritising actions
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APPROACH TO ANALYSING AND REVIEWING DRAFT INVESTMENT PLAN
 Urbis’ approach to analysing and reviewing the draft investment attraction plan, 
within the entire process, is described in the flowchart below.
 A range of potential actions were identified based on:
- Comprehensive opportunities research covering the policy context, macro
microeconomics context (to identify opportunity sectors), and a review of
investment attraction actions implemented by growth areas leading in the
number and scale of businesses they are attracting (Casey, Hume, Wyndham) 
- Key external stakeholders’ suggested actions
- Consideration of the investment journey
- Workshop among Urbis’ specialist experts across Property Economics,
Stakeholder Engagement and Planning
 These potential actions, along with their accompanying outcomes and vision,
were translated into a draft investment attraction plan.

OPPORTUNITIES
RESEARCH

 Policy context
 Macromicroeconomics
context (including
identification of
opportunity sectors)
 Peer review
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KEY EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATIONS

 State government
agencies
 Major businesses &
institutions in
opportunity sectors
 Educational
institutions

Thereafter, the draft investment attraction plan was refined in consultation with
Council who provided feedback on alignment of actions with Council directions
and relative prioritisation between actions.
Finally, the draft investment attraction plan was also presented to representing
Federal MPs (via the Council team) for their feedback and insights, which were
incorporated into the final recommended investment attraction plan.
In the rest of this section, we describe the investment journey which guided key
outcomes in the recommended plan and the prioritisation framework which drove
prioritisation between actions.

DRAFT
INVESTMENT
ATTRACTION
PLAN

RECOMMENDED
INVESTMENT
ATTRACTION
PLAN
 Workshops with Council
 Feedback from Federal MPs (via
Council Team)
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THE INVESTMENT JOURNEY & KEY OUTCOMES
The investment attraction plan’s key outcomes were developed along the investment journey (described below).
This was aimed at ensuring that Council proactively addresses every stage of the investment journey. Broadly, the
investment journey encompasses progressive steps that investors and businesses take from considering expansion,
to deciding on where and which Council they would like to grow with. It is critical that Council works alongside
prospective investors and expanding businesses every step of the way to facilitate their investment in Whittlesea.

INVESTMENT
RETENTION &
GROWTH

SECURING NEW INVESTMENT

DEFINE BUSINESS
GROWTH
REQUIREMENTS
Outcome 1:
More businesses are
aware of City of
Whittlesea’s strengths
and seek information or
advice from City of
Whittlesea when they
are defining their
business growth needs.
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COMPARE
LOCATION
OPTIONS
Outcome 2:
More businesses
shortlist City of
Whittlesea as one of
their location options.

NEGOTIATE THE
TERMS
Outcome 3:
City of Whittlesea offers
prospective businesses
competitive packages.

SELECT
LOCATION
Outcome 4:
More businesses are
highly satisfied with
their experience of
relocating to City of
Whittlesea.

EVALUATE
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
Outcome 5:
More existing
businesses are highly
satisfied with their
experience in City of
Whittlesea.
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THE PRIORITISATION FRAMEWORK: PRIORITISING BETWEEN ACTIONS


This prioritisation framework was adopted to facilitate feedback from key
internal stakeholders on prioritisation between actions.



The framework was developed with the goal of prioritising proposed actions
by considering the balance between priority and budget/resourcing
requirements.
-

First, key stakeholders rate suggested actions for their priority to City of
Whittlesea (considering strategic importance and impact).

-

Next, key stakeholders rate suggested actions for their
budget/resourcing requirements.

-

An implementation score is calculated for each action:

IMPLEMENTATION SCORE =



Priority rating

PRIORITY FOR CITY
OF WHITTLESEA

BUDGET /
RESOURCES

Strategic
importance

Financial
budget

Impact

Resources

Budget rating

Higher implementation scores indicate either:
-

Quick wins (higher priority, lower budget requirements) or

-

High impact actions (higher priority that outweighs budget/resourcing
requirements)

 Actions with higher implementation scores were therefore prioritised for more
immediate implementation.
 Some actions were incorporated in the final investment attraction plan as a
result of post-workshop feedback from Council and MPs, hence they may not
have ratings; however are incorporated as being high, immediate priorities
given their strategic importance.
 In addition to the above, Urbis offers a view on the implementation timeframe
for each action.
 The prioritisation process is detailed in the Appendix A.
Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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07
RECOMMENDED
INVESTMENT
ATTRACTION PLAN
This section details the recommended investment
attraction plan which comprises:
 The vision & outcomes
 Actions and how success will be measured
 Implementation framework

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: VISION & OUTCOMES

Vision:
Partner to Prosper
Creating a strong and attractive investment environment for
local businesses, organisations and residents to thrive

Outcome 1:
More businesses
are aware of City
of Whittlesea’s
strengths and
seek information
or advice from
City of
Whittlesea when
they are defining
their business
growth needs.
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Outcome 2:
More businesses
shortlist City of
Whittlesea as
one of their
location options.

Outcome 3:
City of Whittlesea
offers
prospective
businesses
competitive
packages.

City of Whittlesea is
 Supportive – empowering businesses to
rise above challenges
 Proactive – going the extra mile to make
things happen
 Forward-thinking – creating jobs now and
for the future

Outcome 4:
More businesses
are highly
satisfied with
their experience
of relocating to
City of
Whittlesea.

Outcome 5:
More existing
businesses are
highly satisfied
with their
experience in City
of Whittlesea.
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: ACTIONS AND MEASURES OF SUCCESS
Key Outcomes &
Measures of Success

Recommended Actions
Develop consistent messaging on the strengths of Whittlesea as a Council and as an investment destination:
 Council that is supportive, pro-active and forward-thinking (vision guiding investment attraction plan)
 Opportunity sectors
 Emerging employment hubs and town centre/activity developments

Outcome 1:

 Proximity and access to CBD

More businesses are aware of
City of Whittlesea’s strengths
and seek information or advice
from City of Whittlesea when
they are defining their business
growth needs.

 Upcoming developable land supply with access to services and infrastructure

How Success will be Measured:
 Number of first-time enquiries
from prospective investors
and/or businesses
 Number of first-time enquiries
from priority sectors

Develop prominent and tailored digital website content for businesses and prospective investors. Content should
include:
 Information on running and operating a business for small to medium sized businesses
 Information relevant to larger investors and businesses such as upcoming developable land supply with access to
services & infrastructure, major proposals and developments, economic and demographic profile of Whittlesea to
facilitate business case preparation.
Ensure that dedicated Investment Attraction officers and Senior Investment Advisor are accessible to businesses &
investors, and proactively seeking out investment and growth opportunities for Whittlesea
Council attendance at, and hosting of, business events, networking functions, business awards, trade shows, conferences
and training programs to strengthen networks with industry
Regular business e-newsletter open for subscription, providing regular updates on progress and achievements in
Whittlesea
Develop a social media strategy (more frequent light touch, timely communication e.g. Linkedin) for corporate posts,
accompanied by social media principles that encourage Council to post updates on Council progress and achievements
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: ACTIONS AND MEASURES OF SUCCESS
Key Outcomes & Measures
of Success

Recommended Actions
Build on and strengthen relationships with commercial agents who can introduce prospective businesses seeking a new
location
Foster strong partnerships with referring government agencies Invest VIC and Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions

Outcome 2:
More businesses shortlist City
of Whittlesea as one of their
location options.

 Can be facilitated by a clear stakeholder engagement framework that sets out which levels and who to engage with
various stakeholders, as well as when
Strengthen partnerships with regional advocacy and peak bodies such as Northern Council Alliance, Metropolitan
Partnerships, as well as National Growth Areas Alliance
 Key to successful partnership is defining and articulating Whittlesea’s roles and responsibilities via-a-vis other partners

How Success will be Measured:

Explore innovative ways to develop close working relationships with key State government departments relevant to
economic development such as:

 Number of prospective investors
and/or businesses that shortlist
Whittlesea as a location option

 Hosting state government representatives and offering them the opportunity to work out of Council’s office for a period of
time

 Number of businesses or
organisations from priority
sectors that shortlist Whittlesea
as a location

Strengthen communications with Federal MPs representing Whittlesea to facilitate their communication to Federal
government on Whittlesea’s needs (including infrastructure and major projects)
Communicate through business events, tailored website content and the media (business media, local community
media, developer or investor-oriented media such as Urban Developer and Domain News):
 Strengths of Whittlesea
 Support offered by Whittlesea to businesses
 Future availability of land and Whittlesea’s growth plans
 Major developments and proposals
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: ACTIONS AND MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Key Outcomes &
Measures of Success

Recommended Actions
Allocate budget to investment attraction that can be leveraged (subject to approval) to provide competitive and
targeted business grants for new businesses considering relocating to Whittlesea or in priority sectors
 Facilitated by streamlined business grant approval process

Outcome 3:
City of Whittlesea offers
prospective businesses
competitive packages.
How Success will be Measured:
 Evaluation by local businesses
on Whittlesea’s level of
business incentives/grants
(measured by annual business
sentiment survey)

Develop a Council incentive package targeted to priority investment attraction outcomes
Review Priority Development Approval Process for eligible businesses
 More effective and broader communication on this process
 Eligibility criteria should be clear and transparent
 Facilitated by a triaging panel that regularly meets to identify priority planning applications to fast-track
Broaden role of investment attraction officers and economic development officers to support businesses through the
planning process.
Alternatively, assign a dedicated planner to strategically facilitate investment attraction and business through the
planning process from pre-application through to post permit.
Communicate planning approval processes and timelines that Council can commit to.
 This offers businesses with procedural and timeline certainty, thereby winning their confidence.
 Communication and engagement should ideally begin pre-application.
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: ACTIONS AND TIMEFRAMES & MEASURES
OF SUCCESS
Key Outcomes &
Measures of Success

Recommended Actions

Conduct a post occupancy check-in with newly relocated businesses to:
 Welcome newly located businesses
Outcome 4:

 Connect them with Council services for their employees, local business support (including recruitment channels) and
local business networks

More businesses are highly
satisfied with their experience
of relocating to City of
Whittlesea.
How Success will be Measured:
 Satisfaction levels of newly
relocated businesses/
organisations (as measured by
post occupancy check-ins
and/or surveys)

Connect key incoming businesses with a dedicated relationship manager who engages with them throughout the
relocation process to ensure it is smooth.
 This key relationship manager can be their main contact who regularly engages with them, moving forward.
 The relationship manager also plays an important ongoing role in connecting incoming businesses with opportunities
in Whittlesea – business support, networking groups and events, recruitment channels.

Organise meet & greet by Council when businesses first relocate to Whittlesea
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: ACTIONS AND MEASURES OF SUCCESS
Key Outcomes &
Measures of Success

Recommended Actions
Establish an advisory panel comprising senior business leaders to provide suggestions and industry perspectives on
development & implementation of growth strategies, and/or structure plans.

Conduct quarterly Business & Economic forums (or roundtables) by sector or industry groupings to communicate
Council’s plans & progress (including on advocacy), future land availability, and to listen to businesses’ needs.

Outcome 5:
More existing businesses are
highly satisfied with their
experience in City of Whittlesea.
How Success will be Measured:
 Satisfaction levels of local
businesses (as measured by
annual business sentiment
surveys)

For key businesses, organise for Council to meet and greet with business’ leadership team at least once a year,
demonstrating commitment and stability of leadership.
For key businesses, ensure that they have a relationship manager at City of Whittlesea they can contact whenever
they are facing any challenges or issues. Regular catchups to be organised (frequency can be in discussion between
relationship manager and businesses).
Ensure regular communications (e.g. through emails or e-newsletters) about progress on plans & advocacy, recent
initiatives or priorities, and City of Whittlesea’s achievements.
Conduct regular business sentiment or satisfaction survey to ensure existing businesses are satisfied and to identify
areas for improvement. The business sentiment or satisfaction survey can seek business’ feedback on:
 Satisfaction of their employees with Council services
 Businesses’ satisfaction with local business support and connections with the local business community
Expand current business concierge into a business desk who can assist existing businesses in a range of services
such as grant document preparation, and access to talents through internships, workplace learning programs, and
connecting into tertiary institutions.
Advocate on behalf of businesses for important projects like Food Hub, renewable energy program for markets,
improved infrastructure with State and government agencies.
 Regular updates can be provided at quarterly Business & Economic Forums.
Collaborate with stakeholders across business, education, employment and community services and all levels of
Government to design and implement local solutions that link local employers to a suitably skilled workforce
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Action
No.

Actions and components

1

Investment Attraction Communications Framework – develop
and ongoing implementation

1.1

Determine and regularly update consistent messaging on the
strengths of Whittlesea as a Council and as an investment destination
(based on investment attraction report findings) for use in
communications

1.2

Prepare and implement digital media content strategy & plan for
businesses and prospective investors, constituting:

Year 1
2021/22

Year 2
2022/23

Year 3
2023/24

Year 4
2024/25

Year 5
2025/26

 Tailored and prominent digital website content for businesses and
investors, with targeted content for small to medium sized
businesses, as well as larger investors and businesses
 Review business e-newsletter, enabling regular updates on
progress and achievements in Whittlesea, recent initiatives
 Develop social media strategy (more frequent light touch, timely
communication e.g. Linkedin) for corporate posts, accompanied by
social media principles that encourage Council to post updates on
Council progress and achievements
 Determine and track digital media metrics used to measure
effectiveness (clickthrough rates, shares, leads generated)
1.3

Prepare and implement media & PR strategy & plan that identifies:
 Key messages (based on Action 1.1)
 Media coverage targets
 Media to target including business media, local community media,
developer or investor-oriented media such as Urban Developer and
Domain News
 PR events to drive media coverage
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Action
No.

Actions and components

2

Investment Attraction Partner Engagement & Advocacy Framework

2.1

Develop stakeholder engagement framework which maps:

Year 1
2021/22

Year 2
2022/23

Year 3
2023/24

Year 4
2024/25

Year 5
2025/26

 Which level and/or function in Council to engage with each key stakeholder group:
commercial agents, state government agencies, Federal Government, regional advocacy
and peak bodies, education & training institutions, employment and community services
 Engagement objectives for each stakeholder group
 Engagement frequency for each stakeholder group
 Advocacy priorities & plan
2.2

Prepare stakeholder engagement plan for each stakeholder group which includes speaking
opportunities, trade shows, conferences, major industry events, and other innovative ways to
strengthen working relationships
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Action
No.

Actions and components

3

Business Engagement & Support Framework – develop and ongoing implementation

3.1

Develop business engagement framework which maps:

Year 1
2021/22

Year 2
2022/23

Year 3
2023/24

Year 4
2024/25

Year 5
2025/26

 Which level and/or function in Council to engage with which business group based on:
-

Sectors

-

Size of businesses (e.g. large businesses, small-to-medium sized businesses)

-

Stages along the investment journey (e.g. newly relocated businesses, existing
businesses)

3.2

Plan and implement business engagement activities which detail business engagement and
initiatives to support framework including:
 Attending and hosting of business events, networking functions, business awards, trade
shows, conferences and training programs to strengthen networks with industry
 Advisory panel comprising senior business leaders to provide suggestions and industry
perspectives on development & implementation of growth strategies, and/or structure
plans
 Quarterly Business & Economic forums (or roundtables)
 Meet-and-greet by Council (newly relocated businesses and on an annual basis for
existing key businesses)

3.3

Expand business concierge to a business support desk that can assist existing businesses in
a range of services such as grant document preparation, and access to talents through
internships, workplace learning programs, and connecting into tertiary institutions
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Action
No.

Actions and components

4

Council grants and incentives package

4.1

Review existing business grants program including:

Year 1
2021/22

Year 2
2022/23

Year 3
2023/24

Year 4
2024/25

Year 5
2025/26

 Target businesses (whether by scale or sector)
 Supporting workforce/employment planning (and how program translates into local jobs)
 Budget allocated
 Business grant approval process (eligibility, steps in approval process, timeframe,
decision-making mechanisms)
4.2

Investigate business incentives program including:
 Target businesses (whether by scale or sector)
 Supporting workforce/employment planning (and how program translates into local jobs)
 Budget allocated
 Types of incentives (a menu of incentives)
 Business incentives approval process (eligibility, steps in approval process, timeframe,
decision-making mechanisms)

4.3

Launch updated annual business grants and incentives program
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Action
No.

Actions and components

5

Enhance planning support and planning assessment service levels

5.1

Review and implement updated Priority Development Approval Process for eligible
businesses

Year 1
2021/22

Year 2
2022/23

Year 3
2023/24

Year 4
2024/25

Year 5
2025/26

 More effective and broader communication on this process
 Eligibility criteria should be clear and transparent
 Facilitated by a triaging panel that regularly meets to identify priority planning
applications to fast-track
5.2

Review case management support role of Economic Development officers, Investment
Attraction officers or dedicated planner(s) within Investment Attraction to strategically
facilitate investment attraction and business through the planning process from preapplication through to post permit.

5.3

Develop communication strategy and plan to ensure that enhanced planning support and
service levels are communicated across Council and to businesses and investors
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RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT ATTRACTION PLAN: IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
Action
No.

Actions and components

6

Evaluation and Monitoring Frameworks

6.1

Develop evaluation and monitoring frameworks & mechanisms including:

Year 1
2021/22

Year 2
2022/23

Year 3
2023/24

Year 4
2024/25

Year 5
2025/26

 Post-occupancy survey measures
 Business sentiment survey measures
 Investment Attraction Plan outcome measures
 Efficacy of communications, advocacy and engagement approaches
 Planning assessment service level measures (such as timeframes)
The above should consider alignment with other Council survey initiatives. They should also
feed into economic indicators relevant to this plan – for instance measures for economic
development strategy such as jobs created.
6.2

Develop plan for collection of monitoring data including
 How surveys are disseminated (and how often)
 How data that relates to measures can be most effectively and efficiently collected and
analysed
 Whether there are any softwares and applications to drive efficiency of data collection
and analysis

6.3

Develop plan for reporting of data
 How often
 To who
 How data reported is to be acted upon
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APPENDIX A:
PRIORITISATION OF
ACTIONS
This section details the prioritisation of actions,
considering:
 Implementation score
 Council feedback
 Urbis’ view on feasibility of implementing in the
short term, as well as strategic importance
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 1
More businesses are aware of City of Whittlesea’s strengths and seek information
or advice from City of Whittlesea when defining their business growth needs
Recommended Actions
Develop consistent messaging on the
strengths of Whittlesea as a Council and as
an investment destination:
 Council that is supportive, pro-active and
forward-thinking (vision guiding
investment attraction plan)
 Opportunity sectors
 Emerging employment hubs and town
centre/activity developments
 Proximity and access to CBD
 Upcoming developable land supply with
access to services and infrastructure
Develop prominent and tailored digital
website content for businesses and
prospective investors. Content should
include:
 Information on running and operating a
business for small to medium sized
businesses
 Information relevant to larger investors
and businesses such as upcoming
developable land supply with access to
services & infrastructure, major proposals
and developments, economic and
demographic profile of Whittlesea to
facilitate business case preparation.

Ensure that dedicated Investment Attraction
officers and Senior Investment Advisor are
accessible to businesses & investors, and
proactively seeking out investment and growth
opportunities for Whittlesea
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Priority
Rating

High

82%

78%

Budget
Rating

Low

62%

82%

Implementation
Score

High – an
immediate
priority

Score of 1.3
(above 100%)
High – an
immediate
priority

0.9. High – an
immediate priority

Council /Urbis Feedback

This was a suggested priority in Council
workshops, hence identified as being a high
priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe:
Suggest to implement within FY2021/22 – drives
all other communication efforts and feasible to
implement in the short-term.

This was a suggested priority at Council
workshops, also with a high (above 100%
implementation score), hence identified as being
a high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe:
Suggest to implement within FY2021/22 –
supports investment attraction efforts and
feasible to implement in the short-term.

This was a suggested priority at Council
workshops. Implementation score is also fairly high
(90%). Hence identified as being a high, immediate
priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe:
Suggest to implement within FY2021/22 (subject to
candidates) – the investment attraction team serves
as the front line in investment attraction efforts.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 1 (CONT’D)
More businesses are aware of City of Whittlesea’s strengths and seek information
or advice from City of Whittlesea when defining their business growth needs

Recommended Actions

Council attendance at, and hosting of,
business events, networking functions,
business awards, trade shows,
conferences and training programs to
strengthen networks with industry

Regular business e-newsletter open for
subscription, providing regular updates
on progress and achievements in
Whittlesea

Develop a social media strategy (more
frequent light touch, timely
communication e.g. Linkedin) for
corporate posts, accompanied by
social media principles that encourage
Council to post updates on Council
progress and achievements
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Priority
Rating

66%

58%

High

Budget
Rating

64%

40%

Low

Implementation
Score

1.0. High – an
immediate
priority.

1.5. High – an
immediate
priority

High – an
immediate
priority.

Council /Urbis Feedback
This was a suggested priority at Council workshops.
Implementation score is also high (around 100%). Hence identified
as being a high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22 – the investment attraction team serves as the
front line in investment attraction efforts. Hence it is strategically
important that they are well-connected with industry.
This was a suggested priority at Council workshops.
Implementation score is also high (above 100%) – a quick win.
Hence identified as being a high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22 – there is already an existing business enewsletter, hence a quick win, which requires only a review of
content.
This was suggested as part of post workshop feedback on draft
investment attraction plan. Hence identified as being a high,
immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22 – feasible to implement in the short term and can
achieve a multiplier effect by leveraging professional networks of
Council.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 2
More businesses shortlist City of Whittlesea as one of their location options
Recommended Actions

Build on and strengthen relationships with
commercial agents who can introduce
prospective businesses seeking a new location

Foster strong partnerships with referring
government agencies Invest VIC and
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions
 Can be facilitated by a clear stakeholder
engagement framework that sets out which
levels and who to engage with various
stakeholders, as well as when
Strengthen partnerships with regional advocacy
and peak bodies such as Northern Council
Alliance, Metropolitan Partnerships, as well as
National Growth Areas Alliance
 Key to successful partnership is defining and
articulating Whittlesea’s roles and
responsibilities via-a-vis other partners
Explore innovative ways to develop close
working relationships with key State
government departments relevant to economic
development such as:
 Hosting state government representatives
and offering them the opportunity to work
out of Council’s office for a period of time
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Priority
Rating

86%

Budget
Rating

48%

Implementation
Score

2.2. High – an
immediate priority

Council /Urbis Feedback
Wasn’t specifically discussed; however, given its high
implementation score (>100%), a quick win. Hence identified as
being a high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22. Whittlesea has existing relationships with
commercial agents hence it is relatively easy to build on them in the
short term.
This was a suggested priority in Council workshops. Also has a high
implementation score. Hence identified as a high, immediate priority.

90%

56%

1.6. High – an
immediate priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22. Linkages and partnerships with referral state
government agencies are critical to raising the profile of Whittlesea.
Hence this action is of high strategic importance.
This was suggested as part of post workshop feedback on draft
investment attraction plan. Hence identified as a high, immediate
priority.

High

High

Low

Low

High – an immediate
priority

High – an immediate
priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22. Linkages and partnerships with advocacy and
peak bodies are strategically important to drive greater scale of
advocacy efforts, which ultimately enhance the Region’s
attractiveness as an investment destination, including Whittlesea.
This was suggested as part of post workshop feedback on draft
investment attraction plan. Hence identified as being a high,
immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest to implement
within FY2021/22. Linkages and partnerships with referral state
government agencies are critical to raising the profile of Whittlesea.
Hence this action is of high strategic importance.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 2 (CONT’D)
More businesses shortlist City of Whittlesea as one of their location options

Recommended Actions

Strengthen communications with Federal
MPs representing Whittlesea to facilitate
their communication to Federal
government on Whittlesea’s needs
(including infrastructure and major
projects)

Communicate through business events,
tailored website content and the media
(business media, local community
media, developer or investor-oriented
media such as Urban Developer and
Domain News):
 Strengths of Whittlesea
 Support offered by Whittlesea to
businesses
 Future availability of land and
Whittlesea’s growth plans
 Major developments and proposals
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Priority
Rating

Budget
Rating

Implementation
Score

Council /Urbis Feedback
This was incorporated in response to post workshop
feedback on how Federal government can be
engaged. Hence identified as a high, immediate
priority.

High

Low

High – an
immediate priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. Linkages and
partnerships with Federal government are critical to
advocating Whittlesea’s needs particularly around
infrastructure and major projects that enhance
attractiveness of Whittlesea. Hence this action is of
high strategic importance.

Wasn’t specifically discussed; however, given its high
implementation score (>100%), a quick win. Hence
identified as being a high, immediate priority.
78%

52%

1.5. High – an
immediate priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. Strategically
important to raise the profile of Whittlesea. Also
leverages on existing communication functions,
hence feasible to implement in the short term.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 3
City of Whittlesea offers prospective businesses competitive packages.
Recommended Actions

Allocate budget to investment attraction that can be
leveraged (subject to approval) to provide
competitive and targeted business grants for new
businesses considering relocating to Whittlesea or
in priority sectors
 Facilitated by streamlined business grant
approval process

Priority
Rating

Budget
Rating

Implementation
Score

This was a suggested priority at Council
workshops. Implementation score is also
fairly high. Hence identified as being a
high, immediate priority.

70%

82%

0.85. High –
however, could
be implemented
over medium to
long term

Develop a Council incentive package targeted to
priority investment attraction outcomes

Review Priority Development Approval Process for
eligible businesses
 More effective and broader communication on
this process
 Eligibility criteria should be clear and
transparent
 Facilitated by a triaging panel that regularly
meets to identify priority planning applications to
fast-track
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Council /Urbis Feedback

Urbis’ inputs on implementation
timeframe: Whilst important, Urbis
suggests that this can be implemented in
the medium to long term. Key external
stakeholders consulted identified that
business incentives were good-to-haves
but less of a decision-making factor than
other actions. That said, other Council’s
business incentive programs should be
monitored and Whittlesea needs to
ensure it is competitive.
This was a suggested priority at Council
workshops. Implementation score is also
high (around 100%). Hence identified as
being a high, immediate priority.

84%

66%

1.3. High – an
immediate
priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation
timeframe: Suggest to implement within
FY2021/22. This was highlighted as
being important for external key
stakeholders. Also, other growth areas
are enhancing their planning assessment
levels. Therefore, this action is
strategically important to ensure that
Whittlesea remains competitive.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 3 (CONT’D)
City of Whittlesea offers prospective businesses competitive packages.
Recommended Actions

Priority
Rating

Budget
Rating

Communicate planning approval processes and
timelines that Council can commit to.
 This offers businesses with procedural and
timeline certainty, thereby winning their
confidence.
 Communication and engagement should ideally
begin pre-application.

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

Council /Urbis Feedback
This was suggested as part of post
workshop feedback on draft investment
attraction plan. Hence identified as being
a high, immediate priority.

Broaden role of investment attraction officers and
economic development officers to support
businesses through the planning process.
Alternatively, assign a dedicated planner to
strategically facilitate investment attraction and
business through the planning process from preapplication through to post permit.

Implementation
Score

High

Moderate

High – an
immediate
priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation
timeframe: Suggest to implement within
FY2021/22. This was highlighted as
being important for external key
stakeholders. Also, other growth areas
are enhancing their planning assessment
levels. Therefore, this action is
strategically important to ensure that
Whittlesea remains competitive.
This was a suggested priority at Council
workshops. Implementation score is also
high (around 100%). Hence identified as
being a high, immediate priority.

82%

64%

1.3. High – an
immediate
priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation
timeframe: Suggest to implement within
FY2021/22. This was highlighted as
being important for external key
stakeholders. Also, other growth areas
are enhancing their planning assessment
levels. Therefore, this action is
strategically important to ensure that
Whittlesea remains competitive.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 4
More businesses are highly satisfied with their
experience of relocating to City of Whittlesea
Recommended Actions
Conduct a post occupancy check-in with
newly relocated businesses to:
 Welcome newly located businesses
 Connect them with Council services
for their employees, local business
support (including recruitment
channels) and local business
networks
Connect key incoming businesses with a
dedicated relationship manager who
engages with them throughout the
relocation process to ensure it is
smooth.
 This key relationship manager can be
their main contact who regularly
engages with them, moving forward.
 The relationship manager also plays
an important ongoing role in
connecting incoming businesses with
opportunities in Whittlesea –
business support, networking groups
and events, recruitment channels.

Priority
Rating

Budget
Rating

Implementation
Score

Council /Urbis Feedback
Wasn’t specifically discussed; however, given its high
implementation score (>100%), a quick win. Hence
identified as a high, immediate priority.

82%

88%

48%

62%

1.7. High – an
immediate priority.

1.7. High –
however, could be
implemented over
medium to long
term

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. This is strategically
important to measure effectiveness of actions. Also, it
is relatively easy to implement in the short-term
particularly through digital channels.

Wasn’t specifically discussed; however, given its high
implementation score (>100%), a quick win. Hence
identified as being a high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Whilst
important, Urbis suggests that this can be
implemented over the medium to long term.
Accessible investment attraction and economic
development teams can offer good levels of service
in the meantime.

Wasn’t specifically discussed; however, given its high
implementation score (>100%), a quick win. Hence
identified as being a high, immediate priority.
Organise meet & greet by Council when
businesses first relocate to Whittlesea
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82%

58%

1.7. High – an
immediate priority.

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. Key external
stakeholders mentioned that consistent, stable
leadership is important in providing them with
confidence. This is therefore strategically important.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 5
More existing businesses are highly satisfied with their experience in City of Whittlesea
Recommended Actions

Establish an advisory panel comprising
senior business leaders to provide
suggestions and industry perspectives
on development & implementation of
growth strategies, and/or structure plans.

Conduct quarterly Business & Economic
forums (or roundtables) by sector or
industry groupings to communicate
Council’s plans & progress (including on
advocacy), future land availability, and to
listen to businesses’ needs.

For key businesses, organise for Council
to meet and greet with business’
leadership team at least once a year,
demonstrating commitment and stability.
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Priority
Rating

82%

Budget
Rating

50%

Implementation
Score

1.6. High – an
immediate priority

Council /Urbis Feedback
This was a suggested priority at Council workshops.
Post workshop feedback advised that this is of high
strategic importance. Implementation score is also
high (above 100%). Hence identified as being a high,
immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. This was identified
as being important to key external stakeholders.
Council have also expressed that this is of high
strategic importance.
This was a suggested priority at Council workshops.
Implementation score is also high (above 100%).
Hence identified as being a high, immediate priority.

70%

64%

50%

60%

1.7. High – an
immediate priority

1.1. High – an
immediate priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. Regular
communication was identified by key external
stakeholders as being important to them. This is
therefore of high strategic importance.
Wasn’t specifically discussed at Council workshops;
however, given its high implementation score
(>100%), a quick win. Hence identified as being a
high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. Key external
stakeholders mentioned that consistent, stable
support is important in offering them confidence. This
is therefore strategically important.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 5 (CONT’D)
More existing businesses are highly satisfied with their experience in City of Whittlesea
Recommended Actions

For key businesses, ensure that they
have a relationship manager at City of
Whittlesea they can contact whenever
they are facing any challenges or issues.
Regular catchups to be organised
(frequency can be in discussion between
relationship manager and businesses).

Ensure regular communications (e.g.
through emails or e-newsletters) about
progress on plans & advocacy, recent
initiatives or priorities, and City of
Whittlesea’s achievements.

Conduct regular business sentiment or
satisfaction survey to ensure existing
businesses are satisfied and to identify
areas for improvement. The business
sentiment or satisfaction survey can
seek business’ feedback on:
 Satisfaction of their employees with
Council services
 Businesses’ satisfaction with local
business support and connections
with the local business community
Prepared for City of Whittlesea

Priority
Rating

84%

68%

62%

Budget
Rating

High

Low

40%

Implementation
Score

High – however,
could be
implemented over
medium to long
term

High – an
immediate priority

1.6. High – an
immediate priority

Council /Urbis Feedback
Wasn’t specifically discussed at Council workshops;
however, given its high priority score, coupled with
key external stakeholder feedback on anticipating
regular engagement between Council officers and
working level staff in local businesses, identified as a
high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Whilst
important, Urbis suggests that this can be
implemented over the medium to long term.
Accessible investment attraction and economic
development teams can offer good levels of service
in the meantime.
This was discussed at Council workshops. Also
possible to leverage on current communication
channels hence relatively low budget requirements. A
quick win – therefore identified as a high, immediate
priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. A quick win, since it
leverages on existing communications resources and
channels.

Wasn’t specifically discussed; however, this is
important for measurement of actions’ effectiveness.
Implementation score is also high (above 100%).
Hence identified as a high, immediate priority.
Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. This is of strategic
importance because it enables measurement of
actions’ effectiveness.
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PRIORITISATION BETWEEN ACTIONS: OUTCOME 5 (CONT’D)
More existing businesses are highly satisfied with their experience in City of Whittlesea
Recommended Actions
Expand current business concierge into
a business desk who can assist existing
businesses in a range of services such
as grant document preparation, and
access to talents through internships,
workplace learning programs,and
connecting into tertiary institutions.

Advocate on behalf of businesses for
important projects like Food Hub,
renewable energy program for markets,
improved infrastructure with State and
government agencies.

Priority
Rating

Budget
Rating

Implementation
Score

This was a suggested priority at Council workshops.
Hence identified as being a high, immediate priority.
70%

High

High – an
immediate priority
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Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. This action offers
wider support to local businesses (large, medium and
small), hence of strategic importance in facilitating
business growth.
This action addresses key external stakeholders’
feedback on anticipating Council to proactively
advocate for major infrastructure and projects. It was
also discussed at Council workshops. Hence
identified as being a high, immediate priority.

88%

Moderate

High – an
immediate priority

 Regular updates can be provided at
quarterly Business & Economic
Forums.

Collaborate with stakeholders across
business, education, employment and
community services and all levels of
Government to design and implement
local solutions that link local employers
to a suitably skilled workforce

Council /Urbis Feedback

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. This is of strategic
importance, given it was identified as being important
to key external stakeholders. However, equally
important is prioritising between infrastructure and
projects to advocate for. Urbis suggests to weight
efforts towards large scale infrastructure projects and
projects that are in relatively more advanced planning
stages (hence closer to realisation).
This was suggested as part of post workshop
feedback on draft investment attraction plan. Hence
identified as being a high, immediate priority.

High

Low

High – an
immediate priority

Urbis’ inputs on implementation timeframe: Suggest
to implement within FY2021/22. This is of strategic
importance, given it ultimately links jobs created with
local residents.
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APPENDIX B:
POLICY CONTEXT

This section summarises key policies relevant to City
of Whittlesea’s Investment Attraction Plan, covering:
 Key Policy 1 - Whittlesea 2040: A Place for All
 Key Policy 2 - City of Whittlesea’s Economic
Development Strategy
 Key Policy 3 - NORTH Link: Unlocking high
value jobs in Melbourne’s North
 Key Policy 4 - The Future Workforce:
Melbourne’s North
 Key Policy 5 - Food & Beverage Growth Plan:
Melbourne’s North

Prepared for City of Whittlesea
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KEY POLICY 1 - WHITTLESEA 2040: A PLACE FOR ALL
 Whittlesea 2040 represents the long-term vision for City of Whittlesea,
which guides every aspect of Council’s work and partnerships.
 The investment attraction plan is therefore guided by Whittlesea 2040’s
goals and key directions.

OVERVIEW OF WHITTLESEA 2040
 Whittlesea 2040 represents the long-term vision for City of Whittlesea, that
directs every aspect of Council’s work and partnerships.
 It was created in consultation with the community and supported by
background research and Council workshops.
 To achieve this vision, Whittlesea 2040 sets out four goals, each with key
directions (summarised in the table adjacent).
 These goals and directions guide the investment attraction plan.
 The key driving force is Goal 3: Strong local economy, realised through
increased local employment, education opportunities for all and successful,
innovative local businesses.
 Other relevant trends identified by Whittlesea 2040 and considered by the
investment attraction plan are:
- Recognition that residents and the local economy need to transition
towards new economy sectors
- Growing concerns around climate change and therefore a desire for
sustainable living
- The need for a variety of local jobs, supported by quality education
facilities that offer residents with requisite training
- Desire for quality infrastructure, namely road and public transport
connections, to meet the needs of a fast-growing population
- Acknowledgement that investment in local business and innovation is
critical

Prepared for City of Whittlesea

 A key driving force of the investment attraction plan is Whittlesea 2040’s
Goal 3: Strong local economy, achieved through increased local
employment, education opportunities for all and successful, innovative
local businesses.

SUMMARY OF WHITTLESEA 2040 GOALS & KEY DIRECTIONS
To address trends identified and resident needs, Whittlesea 2040
established the following goals and priority indicators:
Goals

Key Directions

Goal 1:
Connected Community

 A socially cohesive community
 A healthy and safe community
 A participating community

Goal 2:
Liveable Neighbourhoods

 Smart, connected transport network
 Well-designed neighbourhoods and vibrant
town centres
 Housing for diverse needs

Goal 3:
Strong Local Economy

 Increased local employment
 Education opportunities for all
 Successful, innovative local businesses

Goal 4:
Sustainable Environment

 Valued natural landscapes and biodiversity
 Climate ready
 Leaders in clean, sustainable living

Sources: Whittlesea 2040 – A Place for All (City of Whittlesea); Whittlesea 2040 – Background
Paper (SGS Economics & Planning); Whittlesea 2040 – Community Engagement Summary
Report (City of Whittlesea)
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KEY POLICY 2 - CITY OF WHITTLESEA: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
 City of Whittlesea’s Economic Development Strategy drives Council’s
economic development function and plans.

 The investment attraction plan has therefore been developed to support
the Economic Development Strategy’s directions and goals.

 Investment attraction is an economic development activity that facilitates
economic growth and employment generation.

OVERVIEW OF STRATEGY
 City of Whittlesea’s Economic Development Strategy is the overarching
strategy that drives Council’s economic development function and plans,
including the investment attraction plan.
 City of Whittlesea developed this strategy in 2017, to realise the vision of an
additional 10,000 jobs by 2021.
 The strategy was informed by consultation with the local business
community, tertiary institutions, neighbouring councils, developers, traders
associations, retail centres, regional partners, state and federal agencies and
key Council staff, along with priorities outlined in the Community and Council
Plans.
 Its directions and goals (summarised in the table adjacent) guide the
investment attraction plan.

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Directions


Strive to build a
healthy, prosperous,
resilient community.

Businesses expressing that they want to feel connected with and supported
by Council.

-

Access to information is imperative for businesses & investors, particularly on
transport accessibility (roads and public transport), amenity, workforce
demographics, incentives, industry and employment trends

-

The need for links between education institutions and industry to ensure
relevance and employability of graduates

-

An increased desire to work from home – hence a need for connectivity,
coworking spaces

Source: City of Whittlesea’s Economic Development Strategy 2017-21
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Foster an environment
that encourages a
vibrant local economy

 Other relevant trends identified by the strategy and considered by the
investment attraction plan are:
-

Goals






Support business community in a coordinated way, with the right programs,
events & networking opportunities
Support new & emerging businesses by facilitating establishment of business
incubator & co working spaces, and delivering the right education programs &
resources
Map and attract opportunities for future workforce needs
Track business engagement so relationships are maintained
Increase number of local businesses providing goods & services to Council by
10% by 2021
Cut red tape by introducing case management model – a seamless,
centralised & integrated business liaison process
Develop priority application approval process for developments that trigger jobs
& investment
Collaborate internally to establish a risk based approach to compliance and
enforcement
Collaborate to actively promote and attract investment to Epping Central
Facilitate three viable social enterprises by 2021.

Capitalise on the city’s
human, natural &
business resources to
maximise local
employment





Rural land to be protected from urban growth – support agribusiness sector
Position as a nationally significant food hub
Collaborate with operators and land owners to promote natural and built
attractions

Promote the
municipality as an
attractive place to
invest, work, live, and
play







Develop an investment prospectus for the City of Whittlesea
Actively engage developers & government to attract investment and jobs
Celebrate business success & diversity
Actively strengthen & promote local visitor economy
Support local food manufacturers to increase their profiles & export rates



Collaborate with NORTH Link & State Government to develop and implement a
regional investment attraction strategy for Melbourne’s North
Develop a business case for a City Deal for Melbourne’s North
Facilitate improved connectivity to data communications

Collaborate with
business, government
and community to
deliver resources &
opportunities
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KEY POLICY 3: NORTH LINK – UNLOCKING HIGH VALUE JOBS IN MELBOURNE’S NORTH
 This document assessed current and future industrial land available for
development in Melbourne’s North (including City of Whittlesea).

offer a significant share of developable industrial land (current and
future) in Melbourne’s North.

 The assessment is relevant to the investment attraction plan as it
identifies enablers and barriers to supply of developable industrial land
which can accommodate new and growing businesses.

 Delivery of supporting infrastructure at BIFT is critical to unlocking its
industrial land supply, highlighting the importance of infrastructure
advocacy to investment attraction.

 The key enablers for City of Whittlesea are employment precincts Cooper  These enablers and barriers are addressed in the investment plan.
Street West and Beveridge Intermodal Freight Terminal (BIFT), which

OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT
 Ernst & Young was engaged by NORTH Link to provide an assessment (dated
Sep 2020) of current and future industrial land available for development in
Melbourne’s North (including City of Whittlesea), based on:
- Infrastructure connectivity and serviceability
- Remaining supply of existing zoned land
- Supply of land earmarked for future rezoning to industrial use
 Supply of developable industrial land in Melbourne’s North is summarised in the
adjacent table.
 The assessment is relevant to the investment attraction plan as it identifies the
following enablers and barriers to supply of developable industrial land that can
accommodate new and growing businesses in City of Whittlesea.
 These barriers and enablers are addressed in the investment attraction plan:
- Barriers include constraints around connectivity to existing transport network
and services, uncertainty over delivery of major projects, inappropriate lot sizing
and planning readiness.
- City of Whittlesea’s key enablers are employment precincts Cooper Street West
and Beveridge Intermodal Freight Terminal (BIFT), which offer a significant
share of developable industrial land supply in Melbourne’s North.
- Infrastructure advocacy is also highlighted as critical to unlocking BIFT’s
developable industrial land supply, which requires services and supporting
infrastructure drivers.

SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE DEVELOPABLE LAND IN
MELBOURNE’S NORTH
Vacant Land – Ha.
(zoned)

Future Land - Ha.
(unzoned)

Mickleham

128

96

Cooper Street

50

0

Somerton – Cooper
Street West

300

280

1

0

Craigieburn North

595

240

Melbourne Airport

0

0

Beveridge Intermodal
Freight Terminal

0

800

1,074

1,416

Sub-precincts

Thomastown

Total

Source: Unlocking high value jobs in Melbourne’s north (Ernst & Young, 2020)
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KEY POLICY 4: THE FUTURE WORKFORCE – MELBOURNE’S NORTH
 This document assessed employment skills in Melbourne’s North
(including City of Whittlesea).

 The key enabler is a growing culture of education which is fostering an
increasingly educated resident population.

 The assessment is relevant to the investment attraction plan as it
identifies enablers and barriers to a skilled local workforce who can
support new and growing businesses in Melbourne’s North (including
City of Whittlesea).

 However, local businesses in Melbourne’s North are facing recruitment
challenges due to poor links between education institutions and
industry, as well as low levels of apprenticeship.

OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT
 In 2015, NORTH Link, in partnership with local governments and education
institutions in Melbourne’s North, engaged National Institute of Economic &
Industry Research (NIEIR) to assess employment skills in Melbourne’s North.
 The assessment is relevant because it identifies a potential barrier to
investment attraction in Melbourne’s North (including City of Whittlesea):
-

Relatively poor links between education institutions and industry have
resulted in local businesses facing recruitment challenges.

 This highlights the importance of education & training institutions as
stakeholders in investment attraction.
 Education & training institutions have therefore been consulted as part of
developing the investment attraction plan.
 The investment attraction plan also addresses the need for stronger
connections between education & training institutions, and local businesses.
 Whilst the assessment proposes sector opportunities such as Victorian
Government priority sectors (indicated adjacent), the investment attraction
plan is tailored to sector opportunities at a more local City of Whittlesea level
(discussed in the next section).

Source: The Future Workforce – Melbourne’s North
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 The investment plan addresses these enablers and barriers.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO ENHANCE SKILLS &
EMPLOYABILITY
Leverage Victorian
Government Priority
Sectors

Focus development
on highest value
adding sectors
(typically high-tech)

Encourage local
businesses to adopt
modern technologies
& business models

Encourage continual
improvement of
resident skills

Grow exports of
products & services

Develop clusters of
excellence –
industry/research

Fast track
infrastructure
investment
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KEY POLICY 5: FOOD & BEVERAGE GROWTH PLAN – MELBOURNE’S NORTH
 This plan is a regional strategic growth plan for the food & beverage
(F&B) sector in Melbourne’s North (including City of Whittlesea)
 It is relevant to the investment attraction plan as it identifies enablers
and barriers to investment attraction in the food & beverage sector,
which is a key sector in City of Whittlesea.

beverage sector.
 However, food & beverage businesses face challenges with networking
and sharing of ideas, innovation, as well as recruitment.
 The investment plan addresses these enablers and barriers.

 The key enabler is Melbourne Market’s central role as a major fresh
produce market that connects buyers and sellers across the food &

OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT
 In 2014, the Northern Melbourne Regional Development Australia Committee
and its partners developed the “Food & Beverage Growth Plan: Melbourne’s
North”, a regional strategic growth plan for the food & beverage (F&B) sector
in Melbourne’s North (including City of Whittlesea).
 The plan’s proposed strategy is summarised in the table adjacent.
 This plan is relevant because firstly, it recognises City of Whittlesea’s
strengths in the food & beverage sector:
-

Epping-based Melbourne Market’s central role as a major fresh produce
market that connects buyers and sellers in the food & beverage sector

-

After only Hume, Whittlesea offers the highest business value added (wages,
salaries, business income) from F&B manufacturing.

-

Compared with other LGAs in Melbourne’s North, employment in Whittlesea’s
F&B sector is relatively more diversified across Meat, Bakery, Dairy. Other
Food & Grain & Cereal sectors were also experiencing strong job growth.

 The F&B sector was therefore consulted as part of developing the investment
attraction plan.
 Further, the plan identifies enablers and barriers to investment attraction in
the F&B sector (summarised adjacent), which the investment plan addresses.

Source: Food & Beverage Growth Plan – Melbourne’s North
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STRATEGY MAP
Challenge Addressed

Strategy

Cultural unwillingness by
businesses to network,
cooperate & share ideas

Grow industry connections and capability

Underinvestment in R&D which
is needed for the F&B sector to
be internationally competitive

Drive innovation and product differentiation

Challenges recruiting
managerial staff and labour with
relevant skillsets, graduates
from relevant courses in
education institutions are seen
as not being “job-ready”

Address skills development and labour
availability

The opportunity to attract more
F&B companies as some global
companies may relocate
overseas

Position Melbourne’s North as a Food &
Beverage Hub
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